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28 Abstract

29 Clinical and antimicrobial stewardship (AMS) outcomes are highly relevant to pragmatic primary care 

30 trials, reflecting aspects such as persistent symptoms and relapses, or antibiotic use and 

31 antimicrobial resistance. Sometimes both can be equally important. We present evidence 

32 demonstrating the wide range of outcome measures used in previous primary care trials and observe 

33 that there are no agreed standards for their design. We describe AMS interventions and outcomes in 

34 terms of intervention types and targets, and we make recommendations for future research designs. 

35 Specifically, we argue that (i) where co-primary outcomes are considered appropriate, investigators 

36 should pre-specify interpretation of conflicting results; (ii) intervention evaluation should ensure 

37 prescriptions from sources outside of the usual provider are included in any AMS effectiveness 

38 measure; (iii) where possible, outcomes should include antimicrobial resistance; (iv) in some 

39 contexts, it may be necessary to include the antibiotics used within the intervention as part of the 

40 outcome; (v) patient involvement is needed to establish the principles investigators should use when 

41 deciding whether the AMS or clinical outcomes should be prioritised.  

42

43
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44 Introduction

45 Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is a top 10 global public health priority. GPs and nurses in primary 

46 care (from here on ‘clinicians’) are responsible for approximately 80% of all antibiotics prescribed, 

47 and primary care is therefore a key target for antimicrobial stewardship (AMS) interventions.1 It is 

48 unsurprising then that there is an increasing number of randomised controlled trials (RCTs) 

49 investigating interventions to reduce unnecessary use of antibiotics in primary care. 

50 However, there are no agreed standards for the most suitable study design. Clinical outcomes 

51 typically include infection symptom duration and severity, or measures of safety such as hospital 

52 admission for possible ‘under-treated’ infections such as sepsis and pyelonephritis. AMS outcomes 

53 include the number and/ or type of antibiotics prescribed, dispensed, or consumed, and/ or a 

54 measure of AMR impact.2 A previous commentary promoted the advantages of co-primary outcomes 

55 in AMS RCTs, suggesting both clinical and AMS impacts should be measured.3 While we agree, this 

56 analysis aims to clarify the implications of this recommendation for the design of AMS RCTs, to 

57 describe the range of AMS interventions and outcomes previously used; and to make 

58 recommendations for future pragmatic research, including Phase 3 trials.4 

59 AMS interventions within the ‘patient pathway’ to antibiotics

60 AMS interventions can be considered as targeting four key pre-requisites for an individual to 

61 consume an antibiotic (Figure). Here we propose a framework describing the four intervention types, 

62 acknowledging they are not mutually exclusive. Type A interventions are designed to prevent 

63 infections within the general population, thereby reduce antibiotic demand (e.g. social distancing, 

64 vaccinations and handwashing).5 Type B interventions help the general population to effectively 

65 manage infections, without seeking medical help, when inappropriate antibiotic prescribing may 

66 result (e.g. internet resources and self-care treatments).6 Type C interventions are targeted mainly at 

67 clinicians caring for patients presenting with infections, though frequently involve patients too. Here, 

68 clinicians might receive communication skills training, diagnostic point-of-care-tests or educational 

69 outreach promoting the use of specific antibiotics (e.g. narrow vs. broad spectrum). Finally, Type D 

70 interventions are targeted primarily at patients attending primary care for an infection, to reduce the 

71 likelihood they will consume antibiotics and/or attend for similar future symptoms (e.g.  

72 symptomatic treatments,7 the use of delayed antibiotics8 and information leaflets).9

73 Clinical outcome selection 

74 The Table 1 summarises commonly used clinical and AMS outcomes by intervention type. Clinical 

75 outcomes include short and long-term changes in symptoms or quality of life, including symptom 

76 severity on a defined day, symptom burden over a defined period of time, duration, relapse of 
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77 symptoms or the occurrence of side effects. Complications of infections are often used to assess 

78 safety. Longer-term outcomes include infection recurrence and future consultations for similar 

79 symptoms to assess the medicalisation effects of the intervention. Quality of life and measures of 

80 restricted activities help to identify the interaction between disease and treatment, and determine 

81 cost-effectiveness, but are not commonly used due to the short-term nature of most infections. 

82 Type C and D interventions show a particular affinity for clinical outcomes. Conversely, symptom-

83 based clinical outcomes are often not measured in Type A and B interventions5, 6 particularly when 

84 interventions are delivered at the population level. In Type A studies, clinical outcomes such as 

85 persisting symptoms, relapses or recurrent infections may reasonably be omitted. However, their 

86 collection should be given consideration with Type B studies to prevent overlooking patient harm. 

87 Pitfalls in the selection of antimicrobial stewardship outcomes

88 As well as measuring clinical outcomes, Type C intervention studies should focus on prescription 

89 quantity and quality. In countries where antibiotics are only available on prescription, most studies 

90 use proxy measures, either prescribing (prescription issued by the clinician) or dispensing (patient 

91 collected medication from pharmacy). However, some patients may seek antibiotics from other 

92 providers (e.g. internet, out of hours services). The risk of using these sources by study participants 

93 varies between studies but should be taken account, depending on the access and organisation of 

94 the health system in each country. 

95 Antibiotic consumption (usually a self-reported measure of swallowing the antibiotic) is most difficult 

96 to measure since it requires detailed patient follow up and self-report may not be reliable, but may 

97 be the most important, especially in contexts where antibiotics can be obtained without prescription.

98 AMR is a relevant but rarely used outcome in AMS trials.10 However, some studies have illustrated 

99 the value of using routine AMR data, such as one study which showed the beneficial impact of 

100 reduced primary care antibiotic prescribing on hospital admissions for patients with AMR urosepsis.11 

101 It is not always clear why studies of similar interventions prioritise the AMS or the clinical outcome. 

102 For example, in one trial of analgesia and steam inhalation for patients with respiratory tract 

103 infections, the primary outcome was symptom severity, 12 whereas in another trial of anaesthetic–

104 analgesic ear drops for children with acute otitis media, the primary outcome was parent reported 

105 antibiotic administration. 13 In a third, a trial of herbal drug and ‘just-in-case’ prescribing in women 

106 with urinary tract infection, the clinical and AMS outcomes were given equal weight as co-primary 

107 outcomes.14 In this third study, the result was considered “negative” because one of the co-primary 
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108 outcomes failed and the result therefore does not support the effectiveness of the treatment studied 

109 in reducing antibiotic use.

110 In the light of the issues discussed, we wish to present the following recommendations.

111 Recommendations for future research

112 First, where co-primary AMS and clinical outcomes are both regarded as equivalent, then prior to 

113 data analysis, investigators should pre-specify how they will interpret the different combinations of 

114 possible results (e.g. symptomatic benefits with increased antibiotic consumption). 

115 Second, if one of the co-primary outcomes is ‘negative’, following up such results with further 

116 research to identify subgroups of patients who do and do not benefit from immediate antibiotics 

117 maybe useful. 

118 Third, in trials, where treatment strategies to reduce antibiotic consumption are compared with 

119 immediate antibiotic treatment, antibiotic consumption should be assessed by including the design 

120 dictated antibiotic treatment (in the control and/or intervention group/s) in the outcome. Therefore, 

121 unlike most pragmatic trials, the outcome is not assessed independently from the intervention.7, 14 

122 Such trials will usually also need to include a co-primary clinical outcome to ensure patient harm is 

123 not overlooked.

124 Fourth, studies where the reduction of infection frequency is the main goal, post-presentation 

125 infection symptoms do not need to be measured.5 

126 Fifth, trials aiming to improve the quantity or quality of antibiotic treatment should ensure antibiotics 

127 obtained and/or consumed from outside the study context are measured. 

128 Finally, PPI-coproduced research is needed to establish the principles investigators should use when 

129 deciding whether the AMS or clinical outcomes should be prioritised.

130 Patient participation and involvement

131 We discussed this paper with Kathy Eastwood (a member of the Centre for Academic Primary Care 

132 PPI group). She agreed with the contents and main points. She observed that balancing the public 

133 health need for improved antimicrobial stewardship and the need for patients to receive adequate 

134 treatment for their infections is difficult. She also observed that while patient considerations are 

135 context specific (will antibiotics allow them to return to work faster or prevent them losing their job, 

136 is it an adult or a child, are they afraid they will need hospital care, would they need to try and get 

137 another GP appointment?) we ‘have to do something’ and it may be fine for some people’s 
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138 symptoms to be a little worse if it means fewer antibiotics are prescribed, thereby preserving 

139 antibiotic effectiveness for future generations.

140 Conclusion

141 We have demonstrated that clinical and AMS outcomes are relevant in pragmatic trials in primary 

142 care, and provided a framework (Figure 1) for assessing their relative value. We argue that: where 

143 co-primary outcomes are considered appropriate, investigators should pre-specify interpretation of 

144 conflicting results; evaluations should ensure prescriptions from sources outside of the usual 

145 provider are included in AMS measures; AMR outcomes should be included whereever possible; and 

146 that in some contexts, it may be necessary to include antibiotics used within the intervention as part 

147 of the outcome. 
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222 Table 1. Illustrative summary of previous AMS studies and outcomes, by intervention type (see Figure)
In

te
rv

en
tio

n 
ty

pe
 (F

ig
ur

e)
 

Study aim Interventi
on target1 

Intervention 
descriptor 

Primary AMS 
outcomes 

Secondary AMS 
outcomes

Duration of AMS 
outcome 
measures

Lead 
author 
(year 
published)

Sources of 
antibiotics 
‘outside’ the study 
(likelihood of not 
being measured)

A To reduce respiratory 
infection incidence

General 
population

Support to reduce 
infection 
transmission 

Community 
respiratory 
infection rates

Antibiotic 
prescribing, 
consultation rates

Months during/ 
following 
intervention

Little5 
(2015) Internet (low)

B
To reduce 
consultation rates for 
respiratory infections

General 
population 

Internet support for 
respiratory infections 
self-care

GP practice 
consultation rates 
for respiratory 
infections

Antibiotic prescribing 
rates by infection

Months during/ 
following 
intervention

Little6 
(2016) Internet (low)

To reduce antibiotic 
prescribing rates and 
improve prescribing 
quality 
(all infections)

Primary 
care 
providers

Educational outreach 
visits with online 
training and decision 
support system

Overall antibiotic 
prescribing rates

Ratio broad vs 
narrow spectrum 
antibiotics prescribed

Months during/ 
following 
intervention 

Figueiras15

(2020)

OTC antibiotics 
from pharmacies 
and internet (high)

To reduce antibiotic 
prescribing rates for 
respiratory infections

Primary 
care 
providers

Training webinar, 
monthly antibiotic 
prescribing reports 
(audit and feedback), 
decision support 
system

Antibiotic 
prescribing for 
respiratory 
infections

No
Months during/ 
following 
intervention

Gulliford16 
(2019) Internet (low)C

To reduce antibiotic 
prescribing rates for 
lower respiratory 
tract infections

Primary 
care 
providers

C-reactive protein 
point-of-care test 
and communication 
skills training

Antibiotic 
prescribing at index 
consultation

Antibiotic prescribing 
in next 28 days; 
within 3.5 years for 
RTI; consultation 
rates for RTI

28 days/ 
3.5 years 

Cals17 
(2013)

Internet or other 
primary care 
provider (medium) 
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To change antibiotic 
prescribing strategy 
(specific infection)

Patients2 Delayed antibiotic 
prescribing

Antibiotic 
prescribing rates

Absence from school
Use of paracetamol 

2 weeks Little8

(2001) Internet (low)

Analgesics No

Secondary treatment 
with antibiotics
Bacteriological 
eradication

28 days following 
intervention 

Vik18

(2017)

Corticosteroids

Consumption of 
delayed antibiotic 
prescription for 
sore throat

Time missed from 
work or education, 
number of 
consultations, OTC 
medication

28 days following 
intervention 

Hay19

(2017) Internet (low)

To reduce patient 
likelihood of 
consuming 
unnecessary 
antibiotics (specific 
infection)

Patients2

Herbal treatment

Antibiotic use 
(number of (all) 
antibiotic 
prescriptions

Analgesics 
consumption,
Sick leaves,
Number of 
consultations

30 days following 
intervention

Gagyor14 
(2021)

Other than 
participating 
clinicians, 
emergency medical 
service (low)

To investigate the 
effect of short 
course, high-dose 
penicillin therapy for 
streptococcal 
pharyngotonsillitis  
(specific infection)

Patients3 Short (vs. usual) 
treatment duration No Bacteriological 

eradication
30 days following 
intervention

Skoog20

(2019)

Primary care 
providers, 
emergency medical 
service (high)

D

To investigate the 
effect of short-
course, high-dose 
amoxicillin therapy 
on resistant 
pneumococcal 
carriage

Patients3
Short and high dose 
vs. long and lower 
dose treatment

Penicillin-non-
susceptible 
Streptococcus 
pneumoniae 
carriage

Adherence to 
treatment 28 days Schrag21 

(2001) Not applicable

223 The presentation in the table does not claim to be complete. The studies only serve as examples for the respective design.

224 1 Some trial interventions targeted both patients and primary care providers.
225 2 Patients  in whom clinicians are using ‘just-in-case’ prescribing to compensate for diagnostic/ prognostic uncertainty
226 3 Patients in whom clinicians are using antibiotics to relieve symptoms
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227 Figure 1. The pathway to antibiotic (re)receipt and antimicrobial stewardship intervention types

228

Intervention Type A
AimTo reduce
infection incidence
and thereby primary
care consultation
rates
TargetGeneral
population without
infections
Examples
Vaccination, social
distancing,
handwashing

Intervention Type B
AimTo increase self
care and reduce
unnecessary primary
care consultations

TargetGeneral
population without
infections
Examples„Internet
Doctor“

Intervention Type C
AimTo reduce
quantity, and/ or
improve quality of
prescribing

TargetClinicians

ExamplesClinician
education, delayed
antibiotics, point-of-
care tests

Intervention Type D
AimTo reduce
consumption and/ or
future attendan ce

TargetPatients with
specific infection s

ExamplesPatient
education,
symptomatic
treatment, point-of-
care tests
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Intervention Type A

Aim To reduce 
infection incidence 
and thereby primary 
care consultation 
rates

Target General 
population without 
infections

Examples 
Vaccination, social 
distancing, 
handwashing

Intervention Type B

Aim To increase self 
care and reduce 
unnecessary primary 
care consultations

Target General 
population without 
infections

Examples „Internet 
Doctor“

Intervention Type C

Aim To reduce 
quantity, and/ or 
improve quality of 
prescribing

Target Clinicians

Examples Clinician 
education, delayed 
antibiotics, point-of-
care tests

Intervention Type D

Aim To reduce 
consumption and/ or 
future attendance

Target Patients with 
specific infections

Examples Patient 
education, 
symptomatic 
treatment, point-of-
care tests
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Intervention type A aim:

To reduce infection 
incidence and primary 
care consultation rates

Intervention target: 

General population

Intervention type B aim:

To reduce antibiotic 
prescription rates

Intervention target: 

Primary care clinicians 
and/ or consulting patients

Intervention type C aim:

To reduce unnecessary 
antibiotic consumption

Intervention target: 

Patients with specific 
infections

Intervention type D aim:

To reduce antibiotic 
treatment duration

Intervention target: 

Patients with specific 
infections

Figure 1. Summary of community/primary care antimicrobial stewardship interventions 
according to the pathway to antibiotic receipt
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